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              VISION AND MISSION

              
                Founded in 2013, we hold a unique vision of providing the best to society. Our firm leverages the most
                modern technology to provide nature-friendly solutions to ensure a better life. By following this
                vision, we immaculately conduct research, develop, and manufacture solutions for the health of our
                fellow human beings.
              

              	 Given rising oral health and other health-related issues
                  triggered by improper lifestyle and inferior quality products, we accomplished developing a
                  sustainable oral care product after extensive and committed research. Our revolutionary oral hygiene
                  products have direct and indirect impacts. Sometimes people even tend to abstain from their official
                  duty and other work owing to oral diseases. Our new oral care products help them avoid taking leave
                  and keep them in fine fettle, thereby increasing productivity. Besides, we need not be fazed by the
                  skyrocketing cost of oral medical procedures as ou

                
	
                  Another concern in society is deteriorating air quality due to the excessive usage of fossil fuels in
                  the automobile sector. We launched South India's first decarbonising firm - Car Cardiac Care, to help
                  tackle the emission from automobiles, thus contributing to improving the quality of air.
                
	 The strict quality parameters we follow are a testament to
                  our committed endeavour to create an enduring positive impact on society. All our ongoing persistent
                  research activities on various products will make others enhance the value of their products. By
                  emulating us, other firms ensure that they sustain in the market with a sublime enhancement of their
                  products. This healthy competition in the marketplace will ensure the distribution of quality
                  products, which will undoubtedly benefit society at large
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                    Mr Prabhakaran Gopinathan, Managing Director of the company, is a Civil Engineer with an MBA in
                      Business Management. A technocrat with years of experience in Façade Engineering and Management,
                      Mr Prabhakaran has held very senior positions in some prominent projects in the industry in the
                      Middle East. He has been instrumental in fashioning some of the most demanding architectural
                      marvels in Dubai and Kuwait including the Burj Khalifa, the tallest manmade structure in the
                      world. During his professional career abroad, he was exposed to the most modern technologies,
                      systems, and services.
                      An astute visionary with an extreme scientific temper, Mr Prabhakaran is a keen observer of the
                      various aspects of Man's life and progress. He is engrossed in his passionate musings on how to
                      coalesce science, technology and nature for the betterment of human life.
                      In this venture, Mr Prabhakaran has brought together a team of youngsters from various backgrounds
                      to help him accomplish innovative projects under his diligent guidance. Together, we are a team
                      capable of harnessing science & technology to bring out the best outcome beneficial and
                      sustainable for human life.
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              EDINORA

              A natural alternative healthcare product line - invention/formulation, patenting, research &
                publishing, trademarking: Launched the first product EDINORA, a revolutionary oral care product - the
                world's first edible toothpaste prepared using edible and natural ingredients. We believe, it is time
                that the oral care sector upgrades its technology. So, we deviated from the age-old method of "killing
                99.9% germs" that uses broad-spectrum antibacterial products in the toothpaste, which eliminates all the
                good/beneficial microbes and the neutral ones during the process. Edinora toothpaste is based on the
                latest oral microbiology findings - to protect the beneficial oral microbes and balance the oral
                microbiome naturally. Edinora helps clean the teeth, and protect the mouth cells, taste buds and
                beneficial oral microbes. Edinora is free from conventional synthetic chemicals like SLS, parabens,
                calcium carbonate, silica, triclosan etc. More oral care products are in the offing -inter-dental
                cleaning floss, floss holder, edible gum massaging cream, edible mouth wash etc.
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              CAR CARDIAC CARE 

              A special service is required for the automobile sector that would reduce pollution as well as save
                energy consumption and protect Nature. To offer the best service, machines were imported and in-house R
                & D was conducted. We provide direct service. We sell machines and training to franchisees, who provide
                the decarbonising service in a particular area as decided. Moreover, designing and assembling
                accessories that are supplied to the franchisees. Thus, as of today, we hold the monopoly of having 49
                franchisee outlets across three states (Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka) in 24 months.. 
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              THE PREMIER PADMINII 

              We have a solid social media presence through The Premier Padminii Youtube Channel & Facebook page in
                Kerala with more than 6.2L subscribers, an apt media for business promotion. We also promote paid
                promotions of all kinds. The premier padminii youtube channel is now a household name in Kerala with
                videos touching over 23 lakh views. We are also planning to launch an online news and science portal
                that aims to improve our fellow beings' lifestyles and scientific knowledge. 

              Know
                  More
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                Location:

                JP & GP Marketers and Consultants Pvt. Ltd.,
                  CIN: U51900KL2013PTCO35428; GSTIN 32AADCJ2146E124;
                  Reg. Office: Pranavam, Mudapuram — Post,
                  Chirayinkeezhu, Trivandrum - 695304, Kerala -India

                  Fax: +91 470 264 0118


                

              

            


            
              
              
                Email:

                info@jpandgp.com

              

            



          


          

            
              
              
                Divisional Office:

                
                  Edinora Office, TC IV/1518-1, Pangappara Post, Trivandrum — 695581, Kerala, India.
                

              

            

            
              
              
                Call:

                +91 470 264 5393

                +91 9645380012

              

            


          


          
            
            
            
            
          

        
 


      


    

  


  

  


  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  


